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We show that the word problem for braided monoidal categories is at least as hard as the unknotting

problem. As a corollary, so is the word problem for Gray categories. We conjecture that the word

problem for Gray categories is decidable.

Introduction

The word problem for an algebraic structure is the decision problem which consists in determining

whether two expressions denote the same elements of such a structure. Depending on the equational

theory of the structure, this problem can be very simple or extremely difficult, and studying it from the

lens of complexity or computability theory has proved insightful in many cases.

This work is the third episode of a series of articles studying the word problem for various sorts of

categories, after monoidal categories [6] and double categories [5]. We turn here to braided monoidal

categories. Unlike the previous episodes, we do not propose an algorithm deciding equality, but instead

show that this word problem seems to be a difficult one. More precisely we show that it is at least as hard

as the unknotting problem.

The unknotting problem consists in determining whether a knot can be untied and was first formu-

lated by Dehn in 1910 [3]. The decidability of this problem remained open until Haken gave the first

algorithm for it in 1961 [9]. As of today, no polynomial time algorithm is known for it.

One reason why we are interested in braided monoidal categories is that they are a particularly natural

sort of categories, in the sense that they arise as doubly degenerate Gray categories [8]. Studying the

word problem for them is therefore a first step towards understanding the word problem for weak higher

categories, for which little is known to date.

This article starts off with a section giving some background on the various flavours of monoidal

categories we will use, as well as a quick introduction to the unknotting problem. Then, we give a first

reduction between the unknotting problem to the braided pivotal word problem, as a way of introducing

tools which will be needed for the last section, where our main result is proved.
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1 Background

We assume familiarity with monoidal categories and their string diagrams [19].
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Figure 1: Representation of braid morphisms as string diagrams
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=
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A B C

Figure 2: The hexagon identities represented as string diagrams

1.1 Braided monoidal categories

Braided monoidal categories were introduced by [11, 13]. In this work, we study the word problem for

this algebraic structure. This is the decision problem where given two expressions of morphisms in a

free braided monoidal category, we need to determine whether or not they represent the same morphism.

In what follows, all monoidal categories are strict. There exists weak versions of the following

definitions, and coherence theorems show their equivalence with the strict definitions that we use here.

See for instance Theorem 4 in [11] for the case of braided monoidal categories.

Definition 1. A braided monoidal category C is a monoidal category (C ,⊗, I) equipped with a natural
isomorphism σA,B : A⊗B → B⊗A, satisfying the hexagon identities:

σA,B⊗C = (1B ⊗σA,C)◦ (σA,B ⊗1C)

σA⊗B,C = (σA,C ⊗1B)◦ (1A ⊗σB,C)

We use string diagrams for monoidal categories to represent morphisms in braided monoidal cate-

gories. Figure 1 shows the representation of the braid morphism and its inverse. Figure 2 shows the

representation of the hexagon identities with this convention.

The soundness and completeness theorem of string diagrams for monoidal categories can be extended

to the case of braided monoidal categories [12].1 This requires adapting the notion of string diagram,

which is now three-dimensional, and the corresponding class of isotopies. We state the soundness and

1Soundness and completeness theorems for graphical languages are sometimes called coherence theorems but we avoid this

terminology because of the confusion it creates with other “coherence” theorems.

= =

(a) Reidemeister 2 move (σ is an iso)
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. . .

. . .
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(b) Pull-through move (naturality of σ )

Figure 3: Equalities satisfied by braid morphisms
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=

Figure 4: Two regularly isotopic diagrams in a braided monoidal category

. . . . . .

k−1 strings n− k−1 strings

(a) Representation of σk

=

(b) Representation of Equation 1

Figure 5: Graphical representation for the braid group

completeness theorem as formulated by [19]. To tell it apart from other notions of isotopy, we use the

name regular isotopy for the class of isotopies used in this theorem.

Theorem 2. A well-formed equation between morphisms in the language of braided monoidal categories
follows from the axioms of braided monoidal categories if and only if it holds in the graphical language
up to regular isotopy in 3 dimensions.

The combinatorics of string braidings have been studied extensively, but more often from the per-

spective of group theory than category theory. The braid group was introduced by [1].

Definition 3. The braid group on n strands Bn, is the free group generated by generators σ1, . . . ,σn−1

with equations

σkσk+1σk = σk+1σkσk+1 for 1 ≤ k < n−1 (1)

σiσ j = σ jσi for j− i > 1 (2)

for 1 ≤ k < n−1.

With this formalism, an element of the group represents a braid on n strings. The element σk repre-

sents a positive braiding of the adjacent strings k and k+ 1, and no change on other strings. Its inverse

σ
−1
k is the negative braiding on the same strings. Figure 5 shows how generators and equations of the

braid group can be represented graphically. Equation 1 is called the Reidemeister type 3 move (or Yang-

Baxter equation). One can see that it is a particular case of the pull-through move of Figure 3b, where

the morphism being pulled through is a braid itself. Equation 2 corresponds to the exchange move in

monoidal categories.

We can make the connection between this group-theoretic presentation and braided monoidal cate-

gories more precise.

Definition 4. A monoidal signature (G,M) is a set of generating objects G and a set of generating
morphisms M. Each generating morphism is associated with two lists of generating objects dom(M) and
cod(M), each being elements of G∗.

Given a monoidal signature, one can generate the free braided monoidal category on it. By Theo-

rem 2, this is the category of braided string diagrams whose vertices and edges are labelled by generating

objects and morphisms respectively. Note that we are not imposing any additional equation between the

generators: the only equations which hold are those implied by the braided monoidal structure itself.
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Proposition 5 [13]. The free braided monoidal category B generated by the signature ({A}, /0) is the
braid category, i.e. B(An,An) = Bn, the group of braids on n strands.

This can easily be seen in string diagrams: a morphism in B can only be made of identities, positive

and negative braids. As a string diagram in a monoidal category, it can be drawn in general position,

where all braids appear at a different height. This can therefore be decomposed as a sequential com-

position of slices containing exactly one positive or negative braid. The number of wires between each

slice remains constant given that braids and identities always have as many outputs as inputs; let us call

this number n. Each of these slices corresponds to a generator or generator inverse in Bn. The equations

holding in B(An,An) and Bn are the same, hence the equality.

Therefore, braided monoidal categories generalize the braid group by allowing for other morphisms

than braids and identities. The word problem for the braid group is well understood:

Theorem 6. The word problem for the braid group Bn can be solved in polynomial time: given two
strings of generators and generator inverses, one can determine if they represent the same braid in
quadratic time in the length of the strings (for a fixed n).

See [4] for a review of the various techniques which can be used to achieve this complexity. It seems

hard to generalize any of these to the case of braided monoidal categories.

Intuitively, the word problem for braided monoidal categories is harder than the one for the braid

group because of the existence of other morphisms which can block the interaction between braids.

Because of these additional morphisms, string diagrams in braided monoidal categories can look knotted
and the equivalence problem for them intuitively becomes harder. In this paper we make this intuition

more precise, by showing that the equivalence problem for braided monoidal categories is at least as hard

as the unknotting problem.

1.2 Braided pivotal categories

Definition 7. In a monoidal category C , an object A ∈ C has a left adjoint B ∈ C (or equivalently, A is

the right adjoint of B) when there are morphisms
A B

and
B A

such that the yanking equations (or

zig-zag equations) are satisfied:

B

B

=
B

B

A

A

=
A

A

Definition 8. A monoidal category C is left autonomous if every object A ∈ C has a left adjoint ∗A. A
monoidal category C is right autonomous if every object A ∈ C has a right adjoint A∗. A category that
is both left and right autonomous is simply called autonomous.

Lemma 9. Any braided monoidal category that is left autonomous is also right autonomous (and there-
fore autonomous).

Proof. See Lemma 4.17 in [19].

Definition 10. A strict pivotal category is a monoidal category where every object A has identical left
and right adjoints.
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Figure 6: An oriented knot as a morphism in ROTang

In a braided pivotal category, for each object A there is an object B with the following morphisms:

A B B A

B A A B

such that all four yanking equations are satisfied.

Definition 11 [7]. ROTang is the free braided pivotal category generated by an object represented by
the symbol “↑”. We denote by “↓” its adjoint.

As the notations suggest, the wires of string diagrams in ROTang can be associated with an upwards

or downwards orientation. We adopt the following representation for the morphisms arising from the

pivotal structure:

↑ ↓ ↓ ↑

↓ ↑ ↑ ↓

With this convention, we can represent any oriented knot, i.e. any embedding of an oriented loop in R
3,

as a morphism in ROTang, as in Figure 6. In fact, this representation is more than a convention, as the

following theorem shows:

Definition 12 (Definition 2.4 in [7]). A tangle is a rectangular portion of a knot diagram. We say that two
tangles are equal if there is a regular isotopy carrying one to the other in such a way that corresponding
edges of the diagram are preserved setwise.

Theorem 13 (Theorem 3.5 in [7]). ROTang is the category of oriented tangles up to regular isotopy.

This means that two morphisms f ,g ∈ ROTang are equal if and only if their string diagrams, con-

sidered as oriented tangles in three-dimensional space as defined above, are regularly isotopic. Regular

isotopy is a more restrictive sort of isotopy than the notion generally used in knot theory, as the following

morphisms are distinct in ROTang:

6= 6=

The move that equates them is called the Reidemeister type I move, which is therefore not admissible for

the string diagrams of ROTang.

Definition 14. A morphism f ∈ ROTang is an (oriented) knot if its string diagram has a single con-
nected component.

1.3 The unknotting problem

In this section we give a brief overview of the unknotting problem and some complexity results about it.
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Figure 7: Some knot diagrams

= =

(a) Reidemeister type I

= =

(b) Reidemeister type II

=

(c) Reidemeister type III

Figure 8: Reidemeister moves

Definition 15. A topological knot is the embedding of a loop in R
3. Two knots K1, K2 are in general

isotopy if there is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism h of R3 such that h(K1) = h(K2). A knot

diagram is the projection of a knot on a plane, such that no two crossings happen at the same place.
Additionally the diagram records the relative position of the strands at each crossing.

All knots considered here will be required to be tame, i.e. isotopic to a polygonal knot. This gets rid

of some pathological cases.

Some example knot diagrams are given in Figure 7. The Reidemeister moves are local transforma-

tions of knot diagrams which are divided in three categories, as shown in Figure 8. Note that in addition

to these moves, all planar isotopies are implicitly allowed, without restricting the direction of strands in

any way (unlike the recumbent isotopies of monoidal string diagrams).

Theorem 16 (Reidemeister). Two knot diagrams represent topological knots in general isotopy if and
only if they are related by a sequence of Reidemeister moves.

Knot diagrams can be encoded in various ways, for instance as four-valent planar maps where vertices

are crossings and edges are parts of strands. This makes it possible to formulate decision problems about

topological knots and study their complexity.

Definition 17. The unknotting problem UNKNOT is the decision problem to determine if a topological
knot can be related by a general isotopy to the unknot. In other words, it consists in determining whether
there exists a series of Reidemeister moves which eliminates all crossings in a given knot diagram.

This problem was first formulated by [3] and its decidability remained open until [9] found an algo-

rithm for it. The problem has since attracted a lot of attention and we give a summary of the latest results

about it.

Theorem 18 [14]. There exists a polynomial P(c) such that for every knot diagram K of the unknot with
c crossings, there is a sequence of Reidemeister moves unknotting it whose length is bounded by P(c).

Corollary 19. UNKNOT lies in NP.

Theorem 20 [15]. UNKNOT lies in co-NP.

Recently, Lackenby announced a quasi-polynomial time solution to UNKNOT, but the corresponding

article has not been made public to date. No polynomial time algorithm for this problem is known so far.
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2 Reducing the unknotting problem to the braided pivotal word problem

Despite the discrepancy between the general isotopy used in the unknotting problem and the regular

isotopy used in ROTang, we will show that the unknotting problem can be reduced to the word problem

in ROTang. This will show that the word problem for ROTang is at least as hard as the unknotting

problem. This section is dedicated to this result.

2.1 Writhe and turning number

The main differences between the unknotting problem and the word problem for ROTang is that in the

latter, knots are oriented and the Reidemeister type I move is not allowed. Because of this, we will see in

this section that we can associate a quantity called writhe to diagrams in ROTang, which is preserved

by all the axioms of this category.

Definition 21. The writhe (or framing number) W ( f ) of a diagram f ∈ ROTang is the sum of the
valuations W (b) for each braiding b which appears in f :

W ( ) = +1 W ( ) =−1

Definition 22. The turning number (or winding number) T ( f ) of a morphism f ∈ROTang is the sum
of the local turning numbers which appear in f :

T ( ↑ ↓ ) = +1 T ( ↓ ↑ ) =−1 T (
↓ ↑

) =−1 T (
↑ ↓

) = +1

The turning number is well defined because the axioms of ROTang respect the turning number, making

it independent of the particular diagram considered.

Theorem 23 [20]. Let f ,g ∈ ROTang be two knots. Then f and g are in general isotopy as knots
(allowing Reidemeister type I moves) if and only if W ( f ) = W (g), T ( f ) = T (g) and there is a regular
isotopy between f and g (disallowing Reidemeister type I moves).

This means that to reduce the unknot problem to the word problem for ROTang, we simply need

to be able to tweak diagrams to adjust their writhe and turning number without changing their general

isotopy class. This is what the following section establishes.

2.2 Unknotting in braided pivotal categories

Lemma 24. Given a writhe w and a turning number t such that 2w+t is a multiple of 4, we can construct
a morphism f ∈ ROTang with domain and codomain ↑, such that W ( f ) = w and T ( f ) = t, and f is in
general isotopy to the identity using Reidemeister type I moves.

Proof. We first define the following morphisms in ROTang(↑,↑):

a = b = c = d =
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They have the following invariants:

W (a) = +1 W (b) =−1 W (c) = +1 W (d) =−1

T (a) = +2 T (b) =−2 T (c) =−2 T (d) = +2

Let w, t ∈ Z such that 2w+ t is a multiple of 4. We construct the required morphism f ∈ROTang(↑,↑)
by composition of a, b, c and d using the fact that W (g◦h) =W (g)+W (h) and T (g◦h) = T (g)+T (h)
for all g,h ∈ ROTang(↑,↑). Let p = 2w+t

4
. If p is positive, we start by p copies of a, otherwise −p

copies of b. Then, let q = 2w−t
4

. If q is positive, we continue with q copies of c, otherwise −q copies of

d. One can check that the composite has the required writhe and turning number.

Corollary 25. The general isotopy problem for knots can be reduced to the word problem for ROTang.

Proof. Given two knots k, l represented as crossing diagrams in the plane, pick an orientation for them

and turn them into morphisms f ,g ∈ ROTang. We can compute the writhe and turning number of f
and g in polynomial time.

As noted by [20], for any oriented knot f ,
2W ( f )+T( f )

2
is odd. In other words there are p,q ∈ Z

such that 2W ( f )+T ( f ) = 4p+ 2 and 2W (g)+T (g) = 4q+ 2. Therefore 2(W ( f )−W (g))+ (T ( f )−
T (g)) = 4(p−q). By Lemma 24, we can therefore construct a morphism h ∈ ROTang(↑,↑) such that

W (h) =W ( f )−W (g) and T (h) = T ( f )−T (g), and such that h can be related by a general isotopy to a

straight wire (so, allowing Reidemeister type I moves).

Therefore we can insert h on any strand of g, obtaining a morphism g′ which represents the same

knot as g, such that W (g) =W ( f ) and T (g) = T ( f ). By Theorem 23, f and g′ are in general isotopy as

knots if and only if they are equal as morphisms of ROTang. This completes the proof.

3 Reducing the unknotting problem to the braided monoidal word prob-

lem

So far, Corollary 25 only reduces the unknot problem to the word problem for ROTang while our

goal is to reduce it to the word problem for braided monoidal categories. The category ROTang can

be presented as a free braided monoidal category but that requires additional equations between the

generators representing the caps and cups. In this section, we show how these equations can be eliminated

too. We call unknot diagram any knot diagram which is isotopic to the unknot.

Definition 26. The category CC is the free braided monoidal category generated by objects {↑,↓} and

morphisms { , , , }.

It is important to note that no equations are imposed between the morphism generators, unlike in

ROTang. Therefore, there exists a functor from CC to ROTang, mapping the generators of CC to the

corresponding units and counits in ROTang, but the reverse mapping would not be functorial.

3.1 Cap-cup cycles

In this section we introduce a more precise invariant than the turning number: the sequence of caps and

cups encountered while following the strand of a knot.
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(a) ( ,2) (b) ( ,−1) (c) ( ,0) (d) ( ,−2)

Figure 9: Examples of twisted cap-cups

Definition 27. A cap-cup cycle is a finite sequence of elements in { , , , } considered

up to cyclic permutation in which caps and cups alternate. The turning number of a cap-cup cycle is the
sum of the turning numbers of its elements, defined as in Definition 22.

The cap-cup cycle is intended to replace the turning number in a context where eliminating caps and

cups using the adjunction equations is not allowed.

Definition 28. Given a knot f ∈CC, its cap-cup cycle ccc( f ) can be obtained by starting from any strand
in f , following it in the direction indicated by its type and recording all the caps and cups encountered
until one travels back to the starting point. This cycle is invariant under all axioms of a braided monoidal
category.

For instance, the knot of Figure 6 has cap-cup cycle ( , , , ).

Lemma 29. For all knot diagrams f ∈ CC, ccc( f ) is of even length, and T (ccc( f )) = T ( f ).

Lemma 30. For all cap-cup cycles c such that T (c) = ±2, one can construct a knot diagram f ∈ CC

without any crossings, such that ccc( f ) = c.

Proof. By induction on the length of the cycle c. If |c| = 2, then c = ( , ) or c = ( , ),

both of which can be realized by the composite of both elements. If |c| > 2, then there is an element

x ∈ c such that T (x) = +1 and another element y ∈ c with T (y) = −1. One can also assume that they

are adjacent in c (if all elements x ∈ c with T (x) = +1 are such that the elements on their left and right

also have a positive turning number, then by propagating this, all elements in the cycle have a positive

turning number, which is a contradiction). Consider the cycle c′ obtained by removing x and y from c.

By induction, construct a knot diagram f ′ ∈CC such that the cap-cup cycle of f ′ is c′. Now, at the point

where we removed x and y, we can insert in f ′ a zig-zag corresponding to x and y (in the order they

appeared in c), which gives us the required knot.

To generalize this lemma to knot diagrams with crossings, we introduce a new notion of cap-cup

cycle where each cap or cup can carry its own writhe.

Definition 31. The set of twisted cap-cups is T := { , , , }×Z.

We think of a pair (c,w)∈T as a cap-cup c composed with braids such that the writhe of the resulting

morphism is w. Figure 9 gives a few examples of twisted cap-cups.

Definition 32. The turning number of a twisted cap-cup (c,w)∈T is defined as T ((c,w)) = (−1)|w|t(c).
The writhe of a twisted cap-cup is W ((c,w)) = w. The signature of a twisted cap-cup is S((c,w)) = c if
w is even, and c with a flipped wire orientation if w is odd.
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The signature of a twisted cap-cup is essentially obtained by applying Reidemeister type I moves to

the twisted cap-cup until no crossing remains. Therefore this preserves the domain and codomain of the

morphism.

Definition 33. A twisted cap-cup cycle is a finite sequence of twisted cap-cups up to cyclic permutation
in which caps and cups alternate. The turning number of a cap-cup cycle is the sum of the turning
numbers of its elements, and similarly for its writhe.

Definition 34. Given a twisted cap-cup cycle c we define a cap-cup cycle U(c) obtained by forgetting
the writhe component in each twisted cap-cup. We also define a cap-cup cycle S(c) obtained by taking
the signature of each twisted cap-cup in the cycle.

Lemma 35. Let c be a twisted cap-cup cycle such that T (c) =±2. One can construct an unknot diagram
R(c) ∈ CC such that W (R(c)) =W (c) and ccc(R(c)) =U(c).

Proof. First, notice that for all twisted cap-cup cycle c, T (S(c)) = T (c). So if T (c) =±2 then T (S(c)) =
±2 and we can apply Lemma 30 to S(c), obtaining a morphism f such that ccc( f )= S(c). Now we obtain

another knot diagram R(c) by replacing each cap and cup of f by the twisted cap-cup in c it was generated

from. This is possible because taking the signature of a twisted cap-cup preserves the domain and

codomain of the corresponding morphism. We therefore obtain W (R(c)) =W (c) and ccc(R(c)) =U(c)
as required.

Lemma 36. Let c be a cap-cup cycle and w ∈ Z be such that w+ T (c)
2

is odd. Then we can construct an
unknot diagram f (c,w) ∈ CC such that W ( f (c,w)) = w and ccc( f (c,w)) = c.

Proof. We can view c as a twisted cap-cup cycle where all the writhe components are null. We will

transform c to incorporate the writhe w in the writhe components of the cycle.

First, consider the case where T (c) = ±2. By assumption, w is therefore even. We can pick any

element (a,b) of c and replace it by (a,b + w), giving us a new twisted cap-cup cycle c′. We have

T (c′) = T (c) =±2 so we can apply Lemma 35, giving the required morphism R(c′) =: f (c,w).
Second, if T (c) = 0. By assumption, w is odd. Again, take any element (a,b) in c and replace it

by (a,b+w). This changes the turning number of that element, negating its sign. Therefore the turning

number of the new twisted cap-cup cycle is ±2, and we are back to the previous case.

Third, if |T (c)| > 2. By symmetry let us assume T (c) > 2. We work by induction on T (c). There

are at least two elements of c with turning number +1, let them be (a,b) and (a′,b′). We replace them

by (a,b+ 1) and (a′,b′ − 1) respectively. We have t((a,b+ 1)) = t((a′,b′ − 1)) = −1 so this reduces

the turning number by 4, keeps the writhe unchanged and keeps U(c) unchanged. So we can obtain the

required morphism by induction.

The following lemma establishes that the way the writhe is spread on the elements of a twisted cap-

cup cycle does not actually matter. The writhe can be transferred between any two elements without

resorting to Reidemeister I or zig-zag elimination.

Lemma 37. Let c,c′ be twisted cap-cup cycles such that W (c) =W (c′), T (c) = T (c′) =±2 and U(c) =
U(c′). Then R(c) is isotopic to R(c′) via the axioms of braided monoidal categories.

Proof. We define a relation ⋄ on twisted cap-cup cycles: c ⋄ c′ when c′ can be obtained from c by

replacing two consecutive elements (a,b),(c,d) by (a,b−1),(c,d +1).
Let c,c′ be twisted cap-cup cycles as in the lemma. We first show that if c ⋄ c′ then R(c) is isotopic

to R(c′) as a braided monoidal morphism.
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If T ((a,b)) =−T ((c,d)) then the sequence (a,b),(c,d) is realized in R(c) as follows, up to vertical

and horizontal symmetries:

(a,b)

(c,d)

where the morphisms are composed of a single cap or cup, followed by braids to obtain the desired

writhe. We have the following regular isotopy:

(a,b)

(c,d)

=

(a,b−1)

(c,d)

=

(a,b−1)

(c,d)

=

(a,b−1)

(c,d)

=

(a,b−1)

(c,d +1)

Note that the first and last equalities are not Reidemeister I moves: they can simply be expressed as

unboxing the composite morphisms (a,b) and (c,d+1), possibly with the help of Reidemeister II moves

to create braids when required. This shows that R(c) is isotopic to R(c′) as a braided monoidal morphism.

If T ((a,b)) = T ((c,d)) then the sequence (a,b),(c,d) is realized in R(c) as follows, again up to

vertical and horizontal symmetries:
(c,d)

(a,b)

=

(c,d)

(a,b)

The dashed area in the left-hand side represents the rest of the knot. Because by construction we know

that it does not cross the wire passing on its left, nor is it connected with anything else, we can abstract

it away as a simple morphism taking one wire as input and one wire as output, as in the right-hand side.

Then:

(c,d)

(a,b)

=

(c,d)

(a,b−1)

=

(c,d)

(a,b−1)

=

(c,d +1)

(a,b−1)

So again R(c) is isotopic to R(c′).
So the ⋄ relation respects braided monoidal isotopy. But now, by assumption W (c) = W (c′) and

U(c) = U(c′). By a sequence of ⋄ steps one can transfer the writhe of any element of c to any other

element. So c and c′ are related by a series of ⋄ steps, so they are equal as braided monoidal morphisms.

3.2 Bridge isotopy

In this section, we introduce a notion of knot isotopy which forbids the elimination of caps and cups, but

still allows Reidemeister I moves.
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(a) A knot diagram not in bridge position (b) An equivalent diagram in bridge position

Figure 10: Bridge position

Definition 38. A knot diagram k ∈ CC is in bridge position if all caps appear above of all cups in its
string diagram. The number of caps (or equivalently cups) is called the bridge number of the diagram.

For instance, all knot diagrams of Figure 7 are in bridge position. Figure 10 shows a knot diagram

that is not in bridge position and an equivalent diagram in bridge position. The following lemma shows

that any knot diagram can be put in bridge position without cancelling any zig-zag, as illustrated by

Figure 10.

Lemma 39. Any knot diagram k ∈ CC can be expressed in bridge position via the axioms of braided
monoidal categories.

Proof. While there is a cap or cup that is not on the first or last slice of the diagram, pull the cup down

or pull the cap up using the pull-through move (naturality of the braid). This move can be executed

regardless of the surroundings of the cap or cup.

Note that bridge positions are not unique and there are generally multiple pull-through moves avail-

able to pull a cap or cup towards the boundary of the diagram.

Definition 40 [18, 10]. A bridge isotopy between two knot diagrams in bridge position is a sequence of
moves (including Reidemeister I) such that at each step the diagram is in bridge position.

Note that because cups and caps are required to stay apart throughout the isotopy, the bridge number

of the diagram is preserved by bridge isotopy.

Theorem 41 [18]. Let K,K′ be two diagrams of the unknot in bridge position, with an equal bridge
number. Then they are in bridge isotopy.

3.3 Unknotting with braided monoidal categories

We can now combine the results above to establish a polynomial time reduction between the unknotting

problem and the word problem for braided monoidal categories.

Lemma 42. Let k be a diagram of the unknot. Then it is braided monoidal isotopic to f (ccc(k),W (k)).

Proof. Recall that f (ccc(k),W (k)) is the diagram of the unknot constructed in Lemma 36 so that its

cap-cup cycle and writhe match those of k.

First, the bridge number of k and f (ccc(k),W (k)) are equal since ccc( f (ccc(k),W (k))) = ccc(k). So

by Theorem 41, the two diagrams are in bridge isotopy. This is not quite enough for us since this bridge

isotopy might contain Reidemeister I moves, which are not allowed in braided monoidal isotopy.

To get rid of those Reidemeister I moves, we follow the same approach as Theorem 23. First, we

view all caps and cups present at all stages of the isotopy as twisted caps and cups with a null writhe
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component. Then, scanning the isotopy from start to end, we replace Reidemeister I moves by identities

(when the Reidemeister I move cancels a braiding) or by Reidemeister II moves (when the Reidemeister

I move introduces a braiding). Doing so, we bundle up the leftover braid with the cap or cup in the writhe

component of the twisted cap-cup.

→ becomes

(a,b)

→
(a,b+1)

Since the isotopy is a bridge isotopy, caps and cups never get cancelled so adding this writhe component

does not prevent any further step of the isotopy.

After this transformation, the target of the isotopy might have some additional writhe components

on some caps and cups. But the original target was f (ccc(k),W (k)), which was defined as R(c), the

realization of a twisted cap-cup cycle c. So the new target can also be seen as the realization of another

twisted cap-cup cycle c′, which has identical writhe and cap-cup cycle, because it is in braided monoidal

isotopy with the source. Therefore we can apply Lemma 37 and obtain a braided monoidal isotopy

between the new target of our isotopy and f (ccc(k),W (k)), completing the proof.

Theorem 43. The unknotting problem can be polynomially reduced to the word problem for braided
monoidal categories.

Proof. Given a knot diagram k, we convert it to a braided monoidal word problem as follows. First, we

orient it in an arbitrary way, obtaining a morphism k′ ∈ ROTang. We compute its writhe W (k′) and

cap-cup cycle ccc(k′). Then we compute f (ccc(k′),W (k′)). All these steps can be done in polynomial

time. Finally, the corresponding word problem is to determine whether k and f (ccc(k′),W (k′)) are in

braided monoidal isotopy. If they are, then k is the unknot. If they are not then by Lemma 42, k is

knotted.

A summary of the process of deciding whether a knot is unknotted given an algorithm to solve the

word problem for braided monoidal categories is given in Figure 11.

Corollary 44. The word problem for the 3-cells of free Gray categories is at least as hard as the unknot-
ting problem.

Proof. Implied by the characterization of doubly degenerate Gray categories as braided monoidal cate-

gories [8].

Conclusion

We have established a connection between two areas. On one side, word problems arising naturally in

category theory, which have not been studied much from a computational perspective so far. On the other

side, the unknotting problem, which has been studied by knot theorists for more than a century.

Our hope with this connection is to make it evident that much more work is required on word prob-

lems in category theory, especially if we hope to develop practical proof assistants for higher categories.

To our knowledge, no algorithm for the braided monoidal word problem is known to date.

Conjecture 45. The word problem for 3-cells of Gray categories (and hence cells of braided monoidal
categories) is decidable.
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(a) Initial knot diagram (b) Oriented knot as a morphism in ROTang

+

+ +

+

−

−

(c) Computing the writhe: +2 in this case

( , , , , , )

(d) The cap-cup cycle

(( ,0),( ,0),( ,1),

( ,1),( ,0),( ,0))

(e) The twisted cap-cup cycle of Lemma 36

+

+

(f) The realization of Lemma 35

Figure 11: Entire process of detecting knotedness using a solution to the braided monoidal word problem
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Again, the word problem we mean here is deciding the equality of morphisms up to the axioms of

Gray categories and nothing else. Note that the naive algorithm consisting in exploring all expressions

reachable from a given expression does not terminate, since the Reidemeister II move can be applied

indefinitely. This makes approaches such as that of [16] inapplicable. Furthermore it is possible that

the word problem becomes undecidable at a higher level, perhaps for similar reasons that the isotopy of

four-dimensional manifolds is undecidable [17, 2].

Another natural question arising from our work is whether the problem of knot equivalence could

be reduced to the word problem for braided monoidal categories. Knot equivalence is the problem of

determining if two knot diagrams represent the same knot. In this context, it seems more difficult to

suppress the need for the yanking equations, so our results do not seem to adapt easily to this more

general case.
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